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INTRODUCTION
Not only will these projects deliver
benefits to EOS and its partners, they will
help to develop sovereign capability, which
is becoming a top priority in the wake of
COVID-19’s global disruptions. To that
end, I have been proud to contribute to the
Australian Government’s efforts to develop
sovereign space capabilities through the
Modern Manufacturing Strategy.

FOREWORD FROM
DR BEN GREENE,
GROUP CEO

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic,
our highest priority has been the health
and safety of all our employees and their
communities. To prevail, we knew we
needed to put them at the centre of our
response. Ensuring their physical and
mental well-being during the pandemic
meant we could keep our operations
running, which also provided security and
assurance for our partners right along our
supply chains.

Their efforts meant that in a tough
year, EOS could still point to a number
of successes. We worked with the
Australian Government to bring forward
its acquisition of necessary, world-leading
defence technology for the Australian
Defence Force (ADF); signed a deal with
the Australian Army to lead a team of
Australian businesses to demonstrate
local industry’s ability to provide battle
critical communications solutions for
the Army; and our SpaceLink business
is on track to launch Australia’s first
locally owned, non-geostationary
satellite system.

As a growing business, we are committed
to playing a proactive and positive role in
the communities around the globe where
we operate. This report will help us keep
to that commitment.

The growth of EOS’ partnership with the
Australian Government deserves special
recognition for its positive impact across
the country in 2020.

As Electro Optic Systems (EOS) matures
from a medium-sized Australian business to
a large international operation, we decided
it was time to take stock of not just our
financial results, but our impact on the people
we work with and the communities in which
we operate. This report is the result.
If 2020 taught us anything, it was how
connected we all are. Throughout the past
year, companies and communities have
come together to deal with the challenges
the pandemic threw at us. EOS was no
different – we suffered logistical delays,
access to customers became more
difficult, and costs rose.

For many of us, 2020 was a year when
things became a little less certain. As we
adapt to and overcome the challenges of
2020, the years ahead look positive for EOS.

The government provided quick and
effective support to Australian businesses
through critical policy initiatives like
JobKeeper payments. For a company
such as EOS, with a significant share of
export revenue derived from international
market success, this aided our priority
to provide job security to all employees
despite cashflow and liquidity challenges
posed by the pandemic. Not one employee
was let go as a result of COVID-19.

Themes of the report:
Vision
Core Values
Sovereign Capability
Global Supply Chain
People & Culture
Community & Society
Environment

On top of this, the government and EOS
jointly designed an initiative that provided
certainty to hundreds of businesses in our
local defence technology supply chain,
employing thousands of Australians across
the country by bringing forward the ADF's
acquisition of EOS remote weapon systems.
While this report looks to EOS’ impact in
2020, it also provides a baseline for us to
assess our contribution in the future. It
will help us – and others – to consider just
how we are giving back to the community,
how we continue to be a good corporate
citizen and how we are working to help
deliver sovereign capabilities.
It will also help us gauge how we are
travelling in terms of holding to our six
core values of respect, safety, integrity,
excellence, teamwork and leadership.

Dr Ben Greene
EOS Group Chief Executive Officer
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Founded in Australia in 1983, EOS has grown to become a
global leader in defence, space and communications technology
providing advanced solutions to customers across the world,
including to the government and defence forces in Australia and
the United States of America (USA) and their security partners.

Overview of
EOS Group

Impact Overview
Business as at
December 2020

AUSTRALIA’S LARGEST DEFENCE EXPORTER
MORE THAN 95%

GLOBAL SUCCESS

of business generated through exports

built upon success in our
home market of Australia

Commitment to supporting

Supporting

A FAIR AND
COMPETITIVE
MARKET

GREATER
INVESTMENT
ATTRACTION

for local businesses to provide solutions
to the Australian Government and
Australian Defence Force, enabling them
to grow and to win work internationally

to Australia’s defence, space and
communication sectors and providing
global supply chain opportunities
to local SMEs

Founded

ASX Listed

1983

2002

489 STAFF

~150 NEW STEM JOBS

in engineering, manufacturing
and corporate roles globally

over the last two years

A$180 MILLION

A$20 MILLION

in total revenue in 2020, with
over 70 per cent from export markets

to Commonwealth-sponsored
STEM research over five-years
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EOS IN 2020
EOS’ Australian
supply chain for
defence technology

ACT
24 businesses
314 direct employees

NSW
61 businesses
360 direct employees

Victoria
36 businesses
379 direct employees

Queensland
15 businesses
172 direct employees

S
 outh Australia
7 businesses
65 direct employees

Western Australia
3 businesses
12 direct employees

Throughout 2020, COVID-19 had significant
implications for businesses across the globe,
including EOS. Our response was centred
around our people – keeping our staff safe,
and our suppliers afloat.
As the pandemic took hold, we established
flexible working arrangements for our
employees with the majority of our staff
relocating to work from home. For those
workers essential to our manufacturing
operations, working from home was not
an option. To keep those workers safe we
moved to a system of non-overlapping
shifts, spread staff out across our multiple
facilities and implemented additional
cleaning and hygiene practices.
We were conscious to ensure feelings
of disconnectedness and isolation as
a result of working from home were
minimised and mitigated. We established
the EOS Employee Assistance Program
(EAP) to provide our global workforce
with access to professional advice,
health support and mental health
counselling, and shared information on
related community resources including
via Lifeline, Beyond Blue and MindSport.
To support engagement between our
dispersed workforce, we also established
our internal newsletter The Huddle.
This enabled EOS staff to maintain more
informal connectivity and has been vital
to sharing experiences and retaining a
positive workplace culture throughout
the pandemic. It has provided a valuable
forum to acknowledge and celebrate the
continuing successes of our staff.
Our staff were not the only ones relying on
us. Our local suppliers – many of which are
small, family-run businesses reliant on EOS
for the bulk of their work – had to contend

with the possibility of lost work and
revenue as contracts were threatened.
We were faced with almost A$200 million
in manufactured exports stranded at our
facilities, when logistical and economic
disruptions challenged our ability to
supply our international customers. The
challenge to our domestic manufacturing
operation in Australia was particularly
acute. Without a new order from an
Australian customer, EOS would have had
to reduce or stop our local production
line, with devastating implications for the
SMEs that comprise our domestic supply
chain, putting 146 local businesses and
1,302 jobs at risk.
In order to keep production running, and
our supply chain operating, EOS worked
with the Australian Government to bring
forward its acquisition of necessary
defence technology for the Australian
Army. This kept Australian workers in jobs
that may have otherwise been in jeopardy.
Without the government’s foresight and
its quick action in partnership with EOS,
the Australian supply chain that EOS
has built over decades would have been
unlikely to survive the hiatus required for
international logistics chains to recover
and exports to recommence.
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From its Australian origins, the EOS Group
now also operates facilities in the USA,
Singapore, Germany, the Netherlands and
the UAE, covering three sectors.

EOS Defence Systems
The Hague, The Netherlands
EOS Optronics GMBH
Deggendorf, Germany

EOS Defense Systems USA
Huntsville, USA
EOS Space Technologies, Inc
Huntsville, USA

DEFENCE SYSTEMS

EOS Advanced Technologies LLC
Abu Dhabi, UAE

Specialising in technology that optimises
and integrates defence systems, as well
as ISR (intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance). Key products are nextgeneration vehicle turrets and remote
weapon systems (RWS) and counterdrone products.

EOS Defence Systems PTE Limited
Singapore
EM Solutions Pty Limited
Tennyson, Australia

489

Electro Optic Systems Pty Limited
Symonston, Australia
EOS Defence Systems Pty Limited
Hume, Australia

EMPLOYEES

EOS Space Systems Pty Limited
Queanbeyan, Australia

SPACE
SYSTEMS

COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS

FACILITIES IN

ACTIVITIES SPANNING

Specialising in applying EOS-developed
technology to detect, track, classify
and characterise objects in space.
This information has both military and
commercial applications, including
managing space assets to avoid collisions
with space debris and missile defence.

Providing global satellite communications
services and systems, specialising in
innovative optical, microwave and onthe-move radio and satellite products that
help to deliver high-speed, resilient and
assured telecommunications anywhere in
the world.

COUNTRIES

COUNTRIES

6

12

Electro Optic Systems
Holdings Limited
Sydney, Australia
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VISION AND
STRATEGY

EOS Core Values

RESPECT
Treat everyone with dignity,
courtesy and professionalism

SAFETY
Create a culture of
training, awareness and
personal responsibility

VISION

INTEGRITY
Be fair and honest
in all we do

EOS is rapidly growing from a
medium-sized Australian business
to a large international company.
Our ‘coming of age’ as a large Australian
sovereign defence company and an
Australian prime contractor extends
far beyond profitability, capability
diversification and workforce expansion.
We are committed to growing a
company which embeds our leadership,
professionalism and excellence into
effective structures. We want all of
our stakeholders, from our workforce
to our customers and supply chain
partners, from governments and into the
community to recognise the value of our
business and the contribution we make to
the economies and communities in which
we operate.
Key to this is our recognition and
commitment to six core values, and an
understanding from our people of how
they are consistently applied every day, in
all that we do.

EOS is committed to cementing our position
as a thought leader for the Australian defence,
space and communications industries, and
for local innovators and manufacturers.
We will continue to contribute to debates
on strategic and industrial policy, leading
the way for the private sector on research
and development priorities. We will
continue to support the government to
develop policy that makes Australia more
secure, more prosperous, and develop its
sovereign industrial capability.

EXCELLENCE
Maintain high standards and hold
ourselves accountable to them

TEAMWORK
Accomplish goals through
collaboration and communication

LEADERSHIP
Represent and progress shared
industry and community interests,
locally and globally

10
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BUSINESS PRIORITIES
Business
Growth Strategy

GOAL
GROWING FROM AN ASX 300 BUSINESS
WITH 489 PERSONNEL, TO AN ASX 200
BUSINESS WITH DOUBLE THE WORKFORCE
As our business grows, and guided by our
values, EOS looks forward to expanding
the positive impact we provide to the
community, our employees and partners
in government, industry and academia.

We welcome a positive opportunity
outlook for EOS products, systems
and services that enhance global
security and connectivity.

Market Opportunities

STRATEGIC STATEMENT
 Use advanced technology to develop innovative products
 Create new markets, grow our workforce
 Increase returns for our investors and shareholders

INVESTING
in world-leading R&D

FACILITATING
EXCHANGE

STRATEGICALLY
RELEASING

in innovation between
EOS business sectors

technology to meet
future requirements
of customers

The intellectual property
we have developed and
retain on lasers and
communications systems
place EOS well to benefit
from increased global
spending on defence and
security, and resilient
satellite communications.

DEFENCE

SPACE

The total addressable market for
EOS defence technologies such as
remote weapon systems (RWS) and
counter-drone systems, in markets
that we are currently engaged in,
is around A$24 billion over the
next decade. This is driven by the
growing threat of drone attacks
and RWS upgrade requirements.
EOS is currently participating in
competitive processes for around
A$3 billion in contracts.

The growing awareness of the criticality
of space to almost every aspect
of daily life will support increased
investment in EOS technologies and
services to maintain space domain
awareness, debris mitigation and
space traffic management, ensuring
a safe and secure environment for
activities in space.

COMMUNICATIONS
EOS’ first satellite constellation,
SpaceLink, will address the unmet
demand for continuous and secure highspeed transmission of a significantly
increased quantity of data.
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GOVERNANCE
Our business operates under a clear
and purposeful governance framework
that promotes transparency, ensures
accountability and manages risk
appropriately throughout the company.

We are growing our workforce and building
capacity to meet this projected demand.

Growing Production
Capacity – EOS Defence
Systems Example

EOS Governance
Framework

Current capacity around

A$300 MILLION
PER ANNUM
Projected production capacity will rise to

A$900 MILLION

EOS BOARD OF
DIRECTORS

AUDIT & RISK
COMMITTEE

Provides overall governance,
management and strategic
direction for EOS – both to meet
our commercial objectives and to
deliver the vision for the business
in line with our core values.

Governs financial reporting,
the application of accounting
policies, business policies and
practices, legal and regulatory
compliance, and internal control
and risk management systems.

IN 2024

Lessons learnt in
Australia will be used
as a blueprint to
expand EOS’ global
production capacity:

In the USA by

In Singapore by

In UAE by

A$300
MILLION

A$300
MILLION

A$150
MILLION

The EOS Board and
management committees
maintain oversight of a
full suite of corporate
governance policies
which are regularly
reviewed and updated.
A list of significant EOS
policies is at Annex A.

NOMINATION &
REMUNERATION
COMMITTEE
Oversees board nominations and
formal nomination procedures.

AUDIT
INDEPENDENCE
Ensures that non-audit
services provided to EOS are
properly independent to any
audit services and compliant
with the Corporations Act 2001.
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SOVEREIGN
CAPABILITY
ECONOMIC IMPACT
IN AUSTRALIA
EOS is Australia’s largest locally owned space
business and the largest defence exporter,
with activities spanning 12 countries.

Our contribution to the Australian
economy extends beyond the
A$4.3 million in tax revenue provided
by EOS in 2020. EOS’ value reaches
communities across Australia and the
globe through our local supply chains, our
highly skilled and dedicated workforce,
investments in research and development
and collaborative partnerships we have
built with governments, businesses,
academia and research institutions.

Economic Impact
Overview

EOS is proud of the role we play in
providing local supply chain partners
access to global markets, supporting their
continuous improvement and growth, and
fostering SME collectives to bridge the
scale deficiency that is holding back many
Australian companies.


EOS contributes to
building a highly skilled
workforce in Australia.

300+ AUSTRALIAN
BUSINESSES

THOUSANDS OF
SKILLED JOBS

in EOS domestic supply chains for
defence, space and communications

created in supply chain businesses

LEADING DEFENCE
EXPORTER IN 2020

A$4.3 MILLION IN
TAX CONTRIBUTION

providing Australian SME partners with
access to global commercial opportunities

in Australia for 2020

LEADING
INVESTOR IN R&D

A$5 MILLION

by dollar spent in 2020,
equating to A$24 million

in average annual R&D investment to
academic institutions with support to
commercialising research
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EOS products comprise
high levels of Australian
Industry Capability.

EOS as a champion
of Australian
Industry Capability

EOS IS COMMITTED TO INVESTING IN THE
HIGHEST LEVELS OF AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY
CAPABILITY (AIC) FOR ITS PRODUCTS
2019

EOS’ annual investment
in AIC grew by 18.8 per
cent over 12 months:

2020

A$134.7 million

A$160 million

EOS Defence
Systems Economic
Value in Numbers

2019
Turnover in Defencerelated business grew
by 11.4 per cent over
12 months:

EOS maintains high
benchmarks for local
content in products
delivered to Australian
and international
customers:

Australian customers

International customers (exports)

MORE THAN 80%
AUSTRALIAN
CONTENT

MORE THAN 70%
AUSTRALIAN
CONTENT

In 2020, EOS invested A$160 million in
developing Australian Industry Capability,
an increase of 18.8 per cent on our
investment in 2019. This investment
reflects EOS’ commitment to growing
sovereign Australian defence, space
and communications industries that
are globally competitive.

2020

2019
Total turnover including
Defence work overseas
grew by 18.5 per cent
over 12 months:

Our benchmark for local content is more
than 80 per cent for products delivered
to the ADF and more than 40 per cent
for export products globally.

Total R&D investment
grew by 144.9 per cent
over 12 months:

A$200 million

A$185.7 million

2020

2019

Export value grew
by 1.35 per cent
over 12 months.

A$179.6 million

2020

A$220 million

A$9.8 million

A$24 million
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
A commitment to R&D, research
excellence and continuous improvement
is at the very core of our business.
We invest more than A$5 million annually
towards Australian university collaborative
research and support chair-led research
in Australian universities. In June 2020,
we committed A$750,000 towards
establishing a permanent EOS
Professorial Chair in Microwave and
Photonic Engineering and Applied
Electromagnetics at the University of
Queensland. This role will establish a
world-leading research and teaching
group in areas closely aligned to emerging
societal requirements in communications.

This investment in R&D and IP generation
has tangible benefits to the academic
institutions and businesses EOS
works with. We share our expertise in
commercialising research that provides
a return on investment for these
entities, and supports the development
of sustainable and internationally
competitive industries and research
communities in Australia. EOS has proven
success in this regard, particularly in
finding international markets for the IP it
develops, with 90 per cent of its revenue
generated by exports.

Over the past 20 years, EOS has invested
an average of A$40 million per annum on
developing our own intellectual property
(IP), most of which is yet to be exploited
but will provide critical and cutting-edge
technology to Australia and its international
partners into the future.

Case Study

Space Environment Research Centre (SERC)

For over five years, SERC partners provided
A$63 million in funding split equally between:

A$21 MILLION
EOS Space Systems

A$21 MILLION
Australian Government

A$21 MILLION

― Optus Satellite Systems;

Adoption of this technology has been
limited by the high accuracy requirements
for transmission and the significant
potential for environmental interference,

― orbit conjunction analysis; and

space debris. Its research advanced the
scientific understanding of the behaviour
of objects in space so that the forecasting
of orbit changes over time can be done
with greater accuracy. This helped improve
space domain awareness for satellite
operators, providing warnings of potential
collisions between operational satellites
themselves and space debris.

― RMIT University;
EOS has successfully commercialised
emerging technology in the field of hybrid
radio frequency and optical satellite
communications; a promising capability
area that could offer higher bandwidth
and lower intercept risk.

― better monitoring and cataloguing of
space debris;

EOS was a primary contributor to the
Space Environment Research Centre
(SERC), which concluded in early 2021.
Established by the Australian Government’s
Cooperative Research Centre Program
and Participants in 2014, SERC was a
partnership between:

― The Australian National University;

such as dense clouds. EOS is working
with universities and industry partners
through the Australian Governmentfunded SmartSat Cooperative Research
Centre to overcome these obstacles,
using EOS core IP to develop a solution
that involves developing specialised
ground systems based on existing
infrastructure.

― reliable and accurate observation
and tracking of space objects;

― collision mitigation.

― EOS Space Systems;

R&D Collaboration

EOS led the SERC research program
on Identification of Space Objects and
Preservation of the Space Environment
which developed solutions for:

Five additional participants

― The Australian Government
Department of Industry, Science,
Energy and Resources;
Case Study

SERC consolidated independent research
efforts to develop technologies that
will reduce the threat to space-based
infrastructure from space debris.

― Lockheed Martin; and
― The National Institute of
Information and Communications
Technology (NICT) of Japan.
SERC brought together leading debris
mitigation researchers from around the
world to create a team of researchers,
technology, funding and equipment to
address the significant risk created by

Utilising EOS’ A$20 million research
facility, SERC researchers sought to
address shared challenges by enhancing
the capability to track, characterise
and identify objects in orbit, improving
orbit determination and predicting the
behaviour of space objects. SERC looked
at ways to reduce the rate of debris
proliferation caused by new collisions
and demonstrated the potential for
ground-based lasers to cost effectively
manoeuvre space debris objects to
prevent collisions.
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C4 EDGE INDUSTRY TEAM
The Command, Control, Communications
and Computers – Evolutionary Digital Ground
Environment (C4 EDGE) program saw EOS lead
a team of 17 other Australian businesses (as of
December 2020) to demonstrate local industry’s
ability to provide battle critical communications
solutions for the Australian Army.

QLD
EM Solutions
 2 FTE jobs created

NSW
Etherstack
 2 FTE jobs created

GME
 4 FTE jobs created

It will enable EOS to showcase its
capacity to act as a prime contractor and
systems integrator in its home market.
This will continue to build Australian
Government trust in EOS, and Australian
businesses more broadly, to manage and
deliver increasingly complex sovereign
capability programs.
The C4 EDGE program will incorporate
locally sourced combat radios, satellite
terminals, cryptography, networking
middleware, command applications,
user interfaces, batteries and power
management into a coherent and
sovereign C4 system for the Army.
Announced in December 2020, the A$34.4
million Australian Government contract
will create approximately 53 new full-time
jobs across the country over 2021. The
impact of this single supply chain will
extend across Australia, with suppliers
in almost every jurisdiction. As prime
contractor EOS will incorporate these
highly capable local businesses into
Australia’s defence industry, introduce
industry best practices and advanced

3ME Technology

WA
Barrett
Communications
 2 FTE jobs created

 2 FTE jobs created

SA
Acacia Systems

ACT

 3 FTE jobs created

CISTech

Kord Defence

 3 FTE jobs created

 1 FTE job created

CODAN
technologies from parallel sectors and
support business diversification of team
members. EOS will assist companies new
to the industry to understand and respond
to Defence contracting requirements.
A successful C4 EDGE capability will help
address the Australian Army’s significant
future requirements for sovereign
communications systems.
The government’s 2020 Defence Strategic
Update lays out an investment pipeline for
battlefield communications and command
systems of between A$5 billion and
A$7.5 billion over the next 20 years.

Outlander Solutions

 2 FTE jobs created

 1 FTE job created

Solinnov
 1 FTE job created

VIC

Penten

Tectonica

Skykraft

 2 FTE jobs created

 1 FTE job created

TAS
CBG Systems
 1 FTE job created

 3 FTE jobs created

Insitec
 15 FTE jobs created

XTEK
 1 FTE job created

22
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GLOBAL EXPORTS
Given the small size of the domestic
Australian market for defence, space
and communications technologies and
services, EOS utilises export opportunities
to generate the revenue and profit that
enable our investment in local R&D needed
to establish and maintain a globally
competitive product portfolio.

The Hon Scott Morrison MP,
Prime Minister of Australia,
visited EOS in July 2020 to
announce the acquisition of 251
EOS remote weapon stations.

EOS Defence
Systems

Since its establishment, EOS Defence
Systems has derived over 90 per cent of
its revenue from the export market and
the business now consistently ranks as
the largest exporter by revenue in the
Australian defence industry. In 2019,
total sales revenue was A$168 million, of
which A$162 million or over 96 per cent
was derived from exports. In 2020, total
sales revenue for EOS Defence Systems
was A$156 million due to the impact of
COVID‑19. Domestic sales comprised
a larger component of the total in 2020
due to the Australian Government’s
accelerated acquisition of 251 remote
weapon systems (RWS) to provide
certainty for EOS’ local supply chain
during the pandemic.

In 2019, EOS invested A$9.8 million in
R&D, equivalent to 5.46 per cent of its
revenue, well above the industry average.
In 2020, this increased to A$24 million
or 12 per cent of revenue. As a result,
EOS was named as the leading defence
exporter and leading investor in R&D
by dollar spent in the 2020 Australian
Defence Magazine (ADM) Top 40 Defence
Contractors Survey.

EM Solutions


The Hon Scott Morrison MP,
Prime Minister of Australia,
visited EOS in July 2020 to
announce the acquisition of 251
EOS remote weapon systems.

EM Solutions has built a strong export
customer base that trusts the business
to build and deliver quality satellite
terminals and sub-systems to exacting
military specifications. Continuing export
opportunities enabled the business to not
only survive, but grow, in 2020 despite the
challenges posed by COVID-19.
Overseas interest in EM Solutions’
Cobra maritime terminals continued to
underpin this growth and are on order, or
in use, with six major navies around the
world. These maritime terminals have
been delivered for installation on the
Royal Australian Navy’s newest Offshore
Patrol Vessels, having already proven
themselves on Cape, Supply, and Anzac
Class vessels.

The business is now working on a new
2 meter Fleet maritime terminal which
is in the final design stage and has been
pre-ordered by three navies for build and
export in 2021. This new terminal is a full
military specification satellite terminal
that simultaneously covers both X-band
and the entire (commercial and military)
Ka-band spectrum, with features such
as optical fibre interconnect and built-in
redundancy options. The Fleet terminal
presents an expanding global export
proposition for EM Solutions which
will support the business’s continuing
investment in communications innovation.

24
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Export Awards

The contribution of EOS to Australian exports
has been recognised through awards from
government and industry groups including:

Sovereign Capability

Human Rights and
Defence Exports

― ACT Exporter of the Year, 2018 ACT
Chief Minister’s Export Awards

― Export Business of the Year, 2019
Defence Connect Australian Defence
Industry Awards


Andrew Barr MLA, Chief Minister
of the Australian Capital
Territory, and Dr Warwick
Holloway, President, EOS
Defence Systems.

EOS operates under Australian and USA
export controls designed to protect human
rights around the globe.
Australia is a Participating State in a number
of multilateral export control regimes and
the Department of Defence assesses export
applications against legislative criteria
that include human rights and Australia’s
international obligations.

― ACT Manufacturer of the Year, 2018
ACT Chief Minister’s Export Awards

Meanwhile, the USA controls the export,
import and use of military items under the
International Traffic in Arms Regulations
(ITAR) process, with these regulations
operating separately and in addition to
Australian controls.

The business was pleased this recognition
continued in 2020, with EOS again taking
the title of Export Business of the Year
at the 2020 Defence Connect Australian
Defence Industry Awards.

Meeting International
Export Obligations
The following comprises
a non-exhaustive list
of legislative and treaty
frameworks that apply
to EOS exports.

25

To obtain necessary export approvals,
EOS technologies undergo rigorous
assessments under Australian and USA
export control systems to confirm they
will not be used to carry out human rights
abuses. This approach helps ensure the
integrity of our exports and the safety of
communities around the globe.

Australia

United States

― Defence Trade Controls Act
― Customs Act

― International Traffic in Arms
Regulations (ITAR)

― Weapons of Mass Destruction Act

― Foreign Corrupt Practices Act

International regimes and agreements
― Arms Trade Treaty
― Missile Technology Control Regime
― Wassenaar Arrangement on Export
Controls for Conventional Arms and
Dual-Use Goods and Technologies

26
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RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS PRACTICES
EOS is committed to maintaining the highest
level of compliance with export controls and
responsible business practices.

There are no circumstances that allow an
EOS employee to act outside of relevant
regulations. No job in EOS is so important
or urgent that performance objectives
override the need to adhere to all relevant
regulations. EOS employees are required
to sign a commitment to that end, and
face disciplinary action for breaches.
As well as working with our suppliers to
help them grow and win new contracts,
EOS expects every member of its supply
chain to meet the same legal and ethical
standards that we demand of ourselves.
In the course of conducting our business,
EOS ensures our suppliers are not
complicit in human rights and labour
standard abuses. Were a supplier to be
implicated in such abuses, EOS will take
immediate steps to rectify the situation.
EOS strictly prohibits the use of slavery,
forced labour and human trafficking in its
business and supply chain.
We also support the goal of ending the
violence and human rights violations
associated with the mining of gold and tin,
tantalum and tungsten – otherwise known
as “Conflict Minerals”. EOS has initiated
appropriate due diligence efforts within
our supply chain to identify the source
of any Conflict Minerals in materials,
parts and components we procure to
manufacture our products.

EOS is committed to complying with USA
Securities and Exchange Commission
rules implementing reporting and
disclosure requirements related to the
sourcing of Conflict Minerals from the
Democratic Republic of Congo and
surrounding countries.
Where applicable, our suppliers are also
required to comply with USA export and
re-export rules under the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) and
Export Administration Regulations (EAR)
and local export rules in order to deliver
to EOS.
EOS also has established strong fraud
control plans and protocols for all
international practices, and strictly
adheres to the prohibition on bribes to
foreign government officials under the
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.
EOS and its customers require disclosure
under the European Union’s (EU)
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation
and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH)
regulations on a periodic basis and this
information must be maintained by the
supplier. REACH regulations improve
the protection of human health and the
environment from the risks that can be
posed by chemicals. They also promote
alternative methods for the hazard
assessment of substances in order to
reduce the number of tests on animals.

Modern Slavery Act

EOS has developed fair labour practices and
guidelines to create a respectful and safe
work environment for our employees globally.
We are committed to treating all of our
employees with respect and follow the
highest ethical labour standards. EOS
actively prohibits the use of slavery,
forced labour, child labour, and human
trafficking in our own business and our
supply chain. To prevent these activities,
we have implemented local labour policies
and practices to comply with Australia’s
Modern Slavery Act 2018. EOS will report
on its practices via a Modern Slavery
Statement submitted to the
Australian Government.

Any person who applies for employment
at EOS does so without undue pressure
and all employees are legally entitled to
leave upon reasonable notice without
penalty. Offers of employment at EOS are
always conditional upon the successful
completion of a required background
check. These background checks protect
the safety of employees and ensure that
employees meet the standards of EOS.
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GLOBAL
SUPPLY CHAIN
FACILITATING GLOBAL
OPPORTUNITIES
EOS supports the growth of manufacturing
wherever we operate, creating employment
and generating wider economic benefits for
communities along our supply chains.
This extends beyond simply awarding
work packages or purchase orders, as
EOS works with local businesses and
SMEs to help them seize commercial
opportunities in global supply chains.
EOS enables its industry and research
partners to access a wide and growing
international customer base for its worldleading technology across defence, space
and communications. This provides
opportunities for supply chain businesses
and partners to compete internationally in
fast growing, strategically and commercially
significant fields including secure satellite
communications, and counter-drone and
directed energy capabilities.

Through our partnerships with some of
the largest multinational businesses in
defence, space and communications
industries, EOS showcases the individual
expertise and capabilities of our local
supply chain businesses – including
small and family-run enterprises – to
these bigger companies. EOS helps to
build awareness of, and trust in, these
small local businesses who may then
be invited to directly contribute to the
extensive global supply chains of large
multinationals.

In addition to introducing small but highlycapable local businesses to expanded
international commercial opportunities,
EOS also supports their understanding
of specific contracting and engagement
requirements of different customers and
industry partners. This includes helping
small businesses navigate the unique and
exacting requirements of government and
military customers, especially where they
have come from parallel industries and have
not been exposed to such requirements.
In 2020, EOS helped expose businesses
from parallel sectors, such as civil radio
communications, to defence programs
and contracting processes through the
C4 EDGE program developing sovereign
military communications solutions.

Through sharing access to export
opportunities via strong global supply
chains, EOS ensures the sustainability of
local industry participants that cannot
rely on a small domestic market alone
to support its growth and investment in
innovation and jobs. Many of our suppliers
are located in rural or regional areas,
which face higher-than-average levels of
unemployment and lower levels of skilling.
By providing access to global commercial
opportunities, EOS’ collaboration with
suppliers assists in delivering and
securing jobs in these regions, and lifting
the skill levels of their workforces.
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SUPPLY CHAINS

Our economic impact extends well
beyond our immediate employees to
supplier businesses across the country.
Economic Impact
Overview

Number of Supply
Chain Business

EOS’ acquisition of raw materials
from suppliers more than doubled
from A$40 million in 2018, to

Case Study

2018

2019

2020

Space Supply Chain

Austec is a small engineering firm
specialising in precision metal fabrication,
welding, machining and fitting solutions
from its base in regional New South
Wales. EOS has partnered with the
business for almost 20 years, with Austec
manufacturing telescope components
and structural steel assemblies for lasers
and dome enclosures designed by EOS.
Austec has manufactured all of the
steel components and performed the
installation of the enclosure for the
Australian National University Skymapper
telescope, and manufactured most of
the steel work for telescopes at the EOS
Space Surveillance Tracking centre in
Western Australia.

Space

In January 2021, the two companies
collaborated in the Australian Space
Agency’s A$150 million Moon to Mars
program. This initiative and the continued
partnership with EOS will support Austec
to participate in and benefit from the
Australian Government’s mission to
grow the Australian space industry. It will
showcase how Austec will support space
missions and will enable the business to
access international supply chains with
EOS assistance.
EOS has supported Austec to achieve
its growth objectives and will enhance
its position to pursue and win new
commercial opportunities at home and
overseas, and continue its investment
in Australia.

Communications

146 155 188
EOS’ domestic Australian supply chain
includes hundreds of businesses across
all corners of the country that have
created and supported thousands of jobs.

A$84 MILLION
IN 2019
While this stood at over A$77 million in
2020 due to the impact of COVID-19, EOS
forecasts growth in acquisition above
2019 levels going forward.

Defence

The Australian Government’s July 2020
decision to bring forward acquisition
of EOS Defence Systems RWS for the
Australian Army was critical to providing
security to this supply chain and to
managing the challenges of the pandemic.
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PEOPLE AND
CULTURE

Headcount

AUSTRALIA360

USA66

UAE42

SINGAPORE7

Total not including Directors
of the Board and Senior
Management.

GLOBAL WORKFORCE
EOS’ high-performing people are key to
everything we do and fundamental to
the continued success of our company.
From R&D, to manufacturing, to marketing
and business development and our
corporate and administrative areas,
our business thrives when our people
are supported by management to be
productive and satisfied at work.
We are proud to employ people from
a diverse range of experiences and
backgrounds, all of whom contribute
to a robust and collaborative work
environment that values innovation and
practical problem solving. Diversity is key
to any well-functioning organisation and
we recognise the benefits it brings to our
company. EOS is proud to employ a

"We have an obvious opportunity to further
define and evolve our corporate culture."

significant number of veterans, givenour
operations in the defence industry, and
we recognise the unique perspective and
skills veterans bring to our work.
Our corporate culture is still emerging.
Our focus over the last three years has
been to grow our business and create
new markets through innovation. This has
involved significantly expanding our global
workforce, and now, we have an obvious
opportunity to further define and evolve
our corporate culture across the four
continents on which we operate.


EOS Singapore Office.

GERMANY1
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EOS Workforce

IN AUSTRALIA,
GROWTH FROM 285 TO

489

EMPLOYEES ACROSS
THE GLOBE

150

STEM POSITIONS
SINCE 2019

EOS is committed to growing the
highly-skilled workforce of the future and
actively encourages the development of
relevant skills and abilities through the
direct support of students.

Our investments in STEM initiatives
are focussed on championing the
development of women in STEM through
scholarships and workforce programs.
Since 2019, we have created a framework
of EOS scholarships that have supported
five students to pursue their studies in
STEM fields and support their enduring
relationships with our business. These
programs are designed to nurture the
skills and talent of STEM students and
build a pipeline for Australia’s future
STEM workforce.

As industry leaders, we have an important
role to play to inspire students to seek out
and pursue education and future careers
in STEM. We recognise that women are
under-represented in STEM careers, and
are committed to supporting the gender
equity of Australia’s workforce. EOS is
investing in the active inclusion of women
in STEM initiatives, supporting them to
explore and fulfill their full potential in
STEM. Further detail on EOS’ scholarship
and workforce programs and gender
equity initiatives is provided in later
chapters of this report.


EOS initiatives promote
opportunities for women
in STEM careers.

360
EMPLOYEES
IN 2020 (26.3 PER CENT GROWTH)
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DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
EOS is committed to maintaining an
inclusive workplace that embraces and
values diversity in gender, race, ethnicity,
disability, age, sexual orientation, gender
identity, marital or family status, religious
or cultural background and more.
EOS’ commitment to diversity at all
levels forms part of its merit-based
organisational culture dedicated to the
recruitment and retention of the best
available talent at all levels, up to and
including the Board of Directors. Our
commitment to diversity allows us to:

Growing the Proportion
of Women in the
EOS Workforce

― make more informed and innovative
decisions, drawing on the wide range
of ideas, experiences, approaches and
perspectives that employees from
diverse backgrounds, with differing
skill-sets, bring to their roles; and
― better represent the diversity of our
stakeholders and markets.
We recognise the relative lack of
diversity in the industries in which we
operate, and while we are proud of our
progress in making our business more
inclusive, we are committed to leading our
sector to do better.

EOS is pleased it is on the right trajectory
in improving the proportion of women in its
workforce. Over the last year it has improved
its position by five percentage points.

Gender Equality

We acknowledge that EOS has more work
to do to improve female inclusion. While
we have shown year-on-year improvement
on the proportion of women at EOS, and
we exceed many of our industry peers, our
ambition is notably higher.

There has been a significant global
increase in female staff of 231 per cent
from 45 in 2019, to 104 in 2020, driven by
business expansion in Australia, the USA
and the UAE.

EOS Directors and Staff 2020

Number

Female

Female %

Male

Male %

Board

6

1

16.7

5

83.3

Senior Management (CEO/EVP)

7	‑	

0.0

7

100.0

Australia

360

74

20.5

286

79.5

Singapore

7

2

28.6

5

71.4

United States

66

17

25.8

49

74.2

United Arab Emirates

42

9

21.4

33

78.6

Germany

1

1

100	‑	

0.00

Total staff

489

104

21.27

78.73
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EOS is particularly focused on female
employment in both senior and workforce
roles throughout the company.

We have taken proactive steps to highlight
the important role that our female staff
play in our business and to celebrate their
success. We have established goals and
implemented measures to improve the
gender balance of our entire workforce
including:
― Seeking to ensure that at least 30 per
cent of our directors are female;
― Including gender diversity as a
consideration when selecting new
board members;


EOS Defence Systems personnel
at Hume, Australia.

― Continually measuring the percentage
of female employees, including those
in management positions;

― Setting diversity key performance
indicators for management;
― Launching a scholarship and internship
program for female STEM students, to
encourage female students to pursue
STEM careers; and
― Celebrating our female staff in
our events and publications, and
highlighting their successes through
awards.
EOS was delighted to have its female
employees recognised at the 2020
Australian Defence Magazine (ADM)
Women in Defence Awards through the
nomination of Kavita Gahlawat.
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Kavita Gahlawat

Kavita Gahlawat is the General Manager of
EOS’ Global Supply Chain Management team.
She has risen from an entry-level materials
position to her current senior role, where she
leads a high performing team.

Kavita grew up in Haryana, India. After
completing high school, she studied a
Bachelor of Technology (Civil Engineering)
and a Bachelor of Education, becoming
the first in her family, and the first female in
her extended family, to complete professional
education in engineering. Kavita worked
as a teacher in Mumbai for 12 years,
before moving to Australia in the hope of a
better quality of life for her and her family.
Realising that she would need further
qualifications to work as a teacher in
Australia – a difficult prospect while raising
two children – she decided to find work
based on her engineering qualifications.
Kavita started with EOS in November
2008 in an entry-level materials handler
role. Her highly skilled background and
‘can-do’ attitude meant she was quickly
promoted to Receipt Inspection Officer,
and then to Purchasing Officer. Motivated
by her promotion, Kavita decided to follow
a career in supply chain management and
pursued a Diploma in Logistics through
TAFE. Afterwards, she successfully
applied for a Materials Manager role
where she took on her first management
position, leading a team of six people.
In 2019, Kavita was appointed as
General Manager - Global Supply Chain,
managing a large team overseeing EOS
operations in Australia, Singapore, the

UAE, and the USA. In 2019, EOS received
the Export Business of the Year and the
Manufacturer of the Year Awards, which
can be attributed in part to Kavita’s
excellence and dedication to procurement
and distribution of our defence technology
products, and the strong team effort to
support this work.
Kavita is well known for mentoring her
female colleagues and encourages
women in entry-level roles to seek
promotion – mirroring her own
experiences. She is also well known for
finding the strengths in her staff and
structuring work to take advantage of
identified areas of excellence in her team.
Kavita received a Certificate of
Appreciation Award in 2019 by EOS Group
CEO Dr Ben Greene in recognition of her
outstanding work in growing and
de-risking EOS’ supply chain maturity.
Kavita is an outstanding example of a true
EOS success story.

KAVITA
GAHLAWAT
 inalist - Technical Trade Category,
F
ADM Women in Defence Awards 2020
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VETERANS’ EMPLOYMENT

Case Study

EOS acknowledges the immense challenges
faced by many military personnel
transitioning from active service into civilian
life and strives to provide support to this
community through its charitable activities
and approach to veterans’ employment.
A critical aspect for Australian Defence
Force (ADF) personnel to successfully
transition into civilian life involves access
to appropriate employment opportunities,
as well as training and education
initiatives that support fulfilling careers
outside the military. As leaders in the
Australian defence industry, EOS recognises
the need for our sector to provide more
support. We welcome further consideration
of mechanisms to proactively encourage
businesses to adopt employment
initiatives that support the wellbeing of
former military personnel in Australia.

54 TOTAL
Veterans in the
EOS workforce

21 VETERANS
in Australia

EOS is proud of the military service
histories of many of our employees,
leadership team and board members.
We take seriously our commitment to
provide support for military personnel
during and after their time in uniform.

EOS takes an active approach to the
recruitment, training, and career
advancement of veterans globally.
EOS’ level of veteran employment
currently sits at around 10 per cent of
the total global workforce and we aim to
maintain or improve upon this level,
which is far above industry standard.

Anthony Farr

Anthony joined EOS in 2018, after
18 years’ service with the ADF in the
Royal Australian Armoured Corps.
Anthony’s military service history
includes regimental and instructional
postings, leadership positions, and
multiple operational deployments, which
developed unique skills that EOS has been
pleased to nurture further and utilise.
In particular, Anthony’s combination
of instructional experience, weapon
handling skills, operational perspective
and practical leadership and management
skills are highly valued by the business.

Upon leaving the ADF, Anthony joined
EOS with the remit to establish a training
capability and provide an enhanced focus
on the needs of the user-community.
He has excelled in this role and has
a reputation as a diligent and tireless
professional, with a proactive approach to
problem-solving.
His key achievements to date include
the establishment of the EOS Defence
Systems training function, developing
operator manuals and training
documentation, and delivering training to
uniformed weapon systems instructors
and operators around the world. Anthony
also tailored and delivered a training
package to the Royal Netherlands Army
and was critical to building the excellent
working relationship enjoyed between
the Netherlands’ defence materiel
organisation and the Australian Army
Training School.
Anthony is a shining example of a veteran
employing the technical knowledge,
leadership and values of the ADF to
the highest effect in post-military
employment. He is setting a foundation
for others to do the same.

25 VETERANS
in United States

5 VETERANS
in Singapore

3 VETERANS
in United Arab
Emirates

ANTHONY FARR

EOS nominee for the Prime Minister’s Veterans’ Employment Awards, Employee of the Year 2020
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INDUSTRY AWARDS

Case Study

International recognition of EOS personnel – Willem Verheijen

In early 2020, EOS was delighted that the
professional and personal achievements of
our representative in the Netherlands,
Willem Verheijen, was recognised by His
Majesty King Willem-Alexander of the
Netherlands through his appointment as
an Officer in the Order of Orange-Nassau,
the Royal Order of Knighthood.


EOS personnel accepting
the award for 2020 Export
Business of the Year.


From left: Dr James Bennett
and Alex Pollard accepting their
Australian Defence Industry
Awards in 2020.

EOS Defence Systems was named
‘Export Business of the Year’ in 2020 at
the Australian Defence Industry Awards,
having taken home the same award in 2019.
The business was also acknowledged
as the leading defence exporter and the
leading investor in R&D by dollars spent, in
the 2020 Australian Defence Magazine Top
40 Defence Contractors Survey.

EOS Space Systems was awarded
‘Business of the Year – Large’ for 2020
at the inaugural Australian Space Awards
which also acknowledged Software Group
Leader, Alex Pollard, as ‘Engineer of the
Year’ in 2020.
The business’s Head of Technology
Development, Dr James Bennett was
named ‘Scientist of the Year’ twice in
2020, at both the Australian Space Awards
and the Australian Defence Industry Awards.

This award acknowledges the contribution
Willem has made to local, national and
international communities over many
years, including as the International
President of CIOR (La Confédération
Interalliée des Officiers de Réserve –
the Interallied Confederation of
Reserve Officers).
From left: Willem Verheijen,
VADM Arie-Jan de Waard and
Minister of Defence for the
Netherlands, Ank Bijleveld,
following the appointment
by the King.

The CIOR represents reserve officer
associations from 34 NATO member
states and partners states, comprising
over 1.3 million military reservists across

the globe. Willem’s appointment also
reflects his leadership of the Netherlands’
Reserve Officers Association as National
President from 2006-2011, and his annual
organisation of commemorations for the
May 1940 Battle of The Hague over the
past 15 years.
EOS celebrates Willem’s appointment
as recognition of his important and
continuing community contributions. We
are proud to have Willem represent the
interests of EOS in the Netherlands.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT
EOS is committed to helping our staff
develop their careers, gain new skills
and enjoy rewarding experiences.
We aim to provide all staff with the
resources and developmental support
to enable them to succeed in their roles,
reward their hard work, and to achieve
career goals through promotion pathways.
A job at EOS is more than just the day-to-day
completion of tasks.
We have a genuine commitment to
‘promoting from within’ and believe that
it is the responsibility of management
to nurture talent within the company to
expand opportunities for personnel in
parallel to our corporate growth. EOS
recognises that as well as developing
a healthy culture within the company –
based on our core values of respect,
leadership, teamwork, excellence, integrity
and safety – developing our staff is a
positive for our business. It helps us to
create a workforce that is highly skilled
and trained in our operations, improves
staff morale, encourages a culture of
innovation and drive, and supports
recruitment and retention.

"As well as developing a healthy culture within
the company – based on our core values of
respect, leadership, teamwork, excellence,
integrity and safety – developing our staff
is a positive for our business"

To support EOS’ objectives of career
development and upskilling its workforce,
the business offers study assistance to all
its employees and it encourages them to
pursue study relevant to EOS’ industries.
This assists our staff to pursue their
educational goals, ensures EOS remains
innovative and capable, and provides our
primary markets with a skilled workforce
into the future, especially in STEM-related
fields. We also have a Learning and
Development Policy, encouraging staff
to pursue courses and training directly
relevant to their current role at EOS.


EOS is proud of our
exceptionally capable workforce.

ATTRACTING AND
RETAINING PERSONNEL
EOS aims to attract and retain employees
of outstanding quality and potential who
hold the relevant technical knowledge,
experience, qualifications and workplace
skills for the role and will contribute to the
ongoing success of EOS.
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SUPPORTIVE CORPORATE CULTURE
Supporting our staff goes far beyond helping
to develop their careers. It is also about
supporting them in functioning well in their
jobs and living healthy lives at home.
Staff wellbeing will always be a top priority
at EOS. At work, we are committed to
providing a supportive, professional,
and safe work environment for all
our employees. To that end, we have
established an extensive set of policies
that aim to create such an environment,
and also outline protocols for staff issues
and risks to a harmonious workplace.
Our harassment policies are strict, and
while we have had little to no reported
incidents over recent years, we will
continue to be vigilant to ensure that this
never becomes an issue at EOS. Training
courses on these policies, as well as our
anti-discrimination policy, are compulsory
for staff and refreshers are regularly
presented via our intranet portal.
EOS has established an Employee
Assistance Program that is able to be
accessed by all its employees worldwide
to seek professional advice, health
support and mental health counselling
should they need it. While this is
increasingly common in the corporate
world, it is an uncommon support for
manufacturing workers, and we are proud
to be leading the industry in providing
this. Our work health and safety record
is excellent, with extensive policies,
handbooks, and training protocols in place
to ensure that staff understand their WHS
obligations and keep the workplace safe.

We also recognise that staff need to
be able to pursue fulfilling lives outside
of work. We offer flexible working
arrangements to as many staff as
possible, and prior to the 2020 pandemic
almost 10 per cent of staff utilised this.
In light of COVID-19, additional EOS staff
were empowered to access flexible
working arrangements.
We have developed a working from home
policy that we will encourage staff to utilise
going forward to support their work-life
balance. As workplaces return to normal
following the COVID-19 pandemic, we
would like to maintain flexible working
arrangements for as many staff as need
them, as this contributes to staff wellbeing
as well as improves productivity in
the workplace.

Results of
Staff Survey

85%

87%

recognise that we take workplace
health and safety very seriously

say that they are satisfied with
EOS as a place to work

88%

90%

say that they plan to stay working at
EOS for the next 12 months

said that EOS’ response to the COVID-19
pandemic has been appropriate

OF RESPONDENTS

EOS connects with its personnel through
internal events and correspondence –
both formal and informal – where we
recognise and celebrate staff success and
aim to build a friendly and collaborative
work environment.

OF RESPONDENTS

Over the next 12 months, EOS will work
with staff to develop a statement of intent
to commit the company to its next steps in
building an even more positive environment.

EOS actively promotes a
positive workplace culture.

EOS staff survey in
2020 saw 281 EOS
staff, or almost two
thirds of the total
workforce, participate.

OF RESPONDENTS

OF RESPONDENTS
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SECURITY CULTURE
As our business grows, EOS is committed to
developing and maintaining a strong security
culture that reflects its position as a trusted
partner to government and industry on
sensitive and complex matters.
Our security culture and behaviours are
driven by our Board and leadership team
and supported by an EOS Group Security
Policy and accompanying strategy which
ensures personnel are appropriately
informed and trained on cybersecurity
matters. EOS works with all its employees
to build their understanding of cybersecurity
threats facing our business and their
individual and collective responsibilities to
address these threats. We equip employees
with the necessary knowledge, skills and
motivation to fulfil these obligations and
adhere to strict cybersecurity requirements
in the business.
EOS has also implemented the USA
Government’s National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST)
cybersecurity framework which
contains stringent security protocols
across the business.

In Australia, EOS is a member of the
Defence Industry Security Program
(DISP) which enables trusted industry
partners to work more closely with the
Australian Government and exchange
sensitive information and technology. As
a DISP member, EOS has strengthened
its own security practices to enhance the
Department of Defence’s ability to manage
risk in the evolving security environment.
DISP membership mandates robust security
measures for governance, personnel,
physical and cyber security related
measures. EOS utilises professional
services and advanced technology to
support these measures which underpin
the business goal of safeguarding people,
information and assets.


Grant Sanderson, CEO of EOS
Defence Systems.

"We equip employees with the necessary
knowledge, skills and motivation to fulfil these
obligations and adhere to strict cybersecurity
requirements in the business."
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COMMUNITY
AND SOCIETY

Prime Minister’s
Veterans’ Employment
Program

EOS is a proud supporter of the Australian
Prime Minister’s Veterans’ Employment
Program. Each year, this program helps
Australian businesses connect with highly
trained ex-service candidates, especially
personnel that have technical skills
that are in high demand. The Veterans’
Employment Program was established in
2016 to raise awareness of the value and
unique experience of our veterans.

COMMUNITY &
PHILANTHROPIC PARTNERSHIPS
As our company grows, so too does EOS’
commitment to giving back to our community.

Soldier On

We recognise our role as an Australian
industry leader to support the development
of a strong and caring community that
supports those in need.

In 2020, EOS significantly increased its
support for charitable initiatives. In June
2020, EOS pledged its support for the Prime
Minister’s Veterans’ Employment Program,
and in September became a Gold Pledge
Partner of Soldier On, one of Australia’s
premier veterans’ support charities.

Soldier On was established in 2012
as a not-for-profit veteran support
organisation and is delivering a range of
early intervention services to veterans
and their families, including employment
support, education programs, physical
and emotional wellbeing and social
connection initiatives.

to provide recruitment, retention, training
and workplace culture initiatives across
all areas of our business, in collaboration
with the Soldier On Pathways program,
to enable veterans and their families to
secure their future career. We will also
continue to support the growth of Soldier
On programs across the country.

EOS has signed the Soldier On Pledge
and has been recognised as a Soldier On
Gold Pledge Partner. We will work hard

From left: Ivan Slavich, CEO, Soldier On; Peter Leahy AC, Non-Executive Director, EOS;
Peter Short, Chief Operating Officer, EOS; and Prue Slaughter, National Partnerships and
Grants Director, Soldier On.
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With our Staff

EOS is committed to creating a culture of
service to the community throughout our
business, recognising that everyone can
make a contribution.
This commitment stems from an
understanding that giving back to the
societies in which we live and operate
is not only the right thing to do, but also
fosters team spirit.
EOS encourages staff contributions to a
different charity regularly in our internal
staff newsletters, devoting the first page
to the identified charity and providing
information on how our staff can support
the organisation.


EOS Defense Systems
USA employees have built
a workplace culture of
community volunteering.

Community and Society

In 2020, staff at EOS Defense Systems
USA provided support to the community
in Huntsville, Alabama, to manage
the impact of the pandemic on health
services. The business retooled its local
production line to manufacture face
shields for medical practitioners on the
frontline battling COVID-19. EOS staff
were pleased to personally deliver boxes
of face shields the business donated
to Huntsville Hospital. Our USA team
also donated furniture to the Huntsville
Hospital Mobile Medical Unit, equipping
its medical wing with seating for a triage
area so nurses and doctors could better
support clients.

 
EOS manufactured and donated
face shields to Huntsville
Hospital in Alabama, USA.
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ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIPS AND
PROMOTING DIVERSITY IN STEM
EOS contributes significantly to STEM
academia across Australian universities,
directly funding A$20 million in
Commonwealth-sponsored research
over the past five years.
The growth of the Australian defence
and space industries brings with it a
responsibility and an opportunity to
support STEM research and invest in
the development of new technologies.


Development of cutting-edge
EOS technology.

For EOS, supporting STEM research
means partnering with research
institutions and think tanks, as well as
individuals looking to pursue a career
in the field.

The Value of
Research Investment

Australia sees the benefit of EOS investment
in local research and innovation through the:
Development of

Creation of

NEW TECHNOLOGIES

NEW RESEARCH AND
MANUFACTURING JOBS

enhancing Australia’s ability to
defend its interests and improve
safety for military personnel

Growth in

Building Australia’s reputation as a

AUSTRALIAN EXPORT
MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

WORLD LEADER IN
TECHNOLOGY R&D

Case Study	Professorial Chair in Microwave and
Photonic Engineering and Applied
Electromagnetics, University of Queensland

In 2020 EOS and its subsidiary,
Brisbane-based EM Solutions, announced
the funding of a professorial chair position
and a STEM-focused sponsorship
program at the University of Queensland.
The goal is to establish a world-leading
research and teaching group and support
workforce development in the fields of
microwave and photonic engineering and
applied electromagnetics.
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Case Study

Scholarship Programs

We are committed to inspiring and supporting
the future careers of students who have a
passion and talent for STEM, no matter their
background.
In 2020, EOS further developed its
scholarships framework to continue
its investment in the next generation of
talented women in both secondary and
tertiary education.

The business has also contributed
A$50,000 to establish the EM Solutions
Engineering Scholarship at the University
of Queensland which encourages and
supports engineering undergraduate
students who are facing financial hardship.
Preference is given to students studying an
electrical engineering discipline.

EOS Scholarship for Future Excellence in STEM

We have created the EOS Scholarships
for Future Excellence in STEM initiative to
recognise and nurture the talent of Australia’s
future STEM workforce and support greater
gender equity in the sector.
EOS provides funding of between A$4,000
and A$8,000 to be used in any way that
helps recipients learn about and explore
opportunities in STEM, including through
the purchase of study materials, equipment
and technology, and participation in relevant
training and events.
In the scholarship’s inaugural year, EOS
has partnered with the One Giant Leap
Australia Foundation to identify and select
students who have shown outstanding
achievements in, and a passion for, space.
The recipients of a A$4,000 scholarship
from EOS include:
― Francesca Dobbie, Merewether High
School, Newcastle NSW.
― Jessica Kreskay, Moorefield Girls High
School, Kogarah NSW.
― Lisa Rheinberger, Macquarie University.


Olivia Widjaja,
University of New South Wales.
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EOS also offers an internship program
that provides STEM work experience
opportunities via participation in a distinct
project and research under the guidance
of a mentor at EOS. In 2020, EOS awarded
an A$8,000 scholarship and internship to:
― Olivia Widjaja, University
of New South Wales.
We look forward to supporting these
talented students to reach their academic
and career goals.
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Environment

Resource Usage
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MINIMISED

UTILISED

ESTABLISHED

Water Usage
in manufacturing, critical
in drought susceptible
climates like Australia’s.

More biodegradable
degreasing and cleaning
products
and processes compared
to traditional chemical
cleaning.

‘Materials Review’
Board process to
determine procedure
for disposal or re-use
of materials.

Usage of Chemicals
in the manufacturing
process.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
EOS recognises the need for businesses
to take active steps to mitigate the
environmental impacts of their operations
and addressing environmental challenges
facing the planet and space.
Our approach to environmental
considerations is underpinned by science
which is at the core of our business.
EOS is committed to improving energy
efficiency and reducing resource usage
in both a manufacturing and corporate
context, and ensuring our waste is
disposed of appropriately.

As an advanced
manufacturing
company, we see a key
role for EOS in ensuring
that physical resources
are used efficiently
and that we minimise
unnecessary usage.

Waste Disposal

EOS waste disposal
processes actively
seek to minimise the
impact of by-product
and waste materials on
the environment. How
we dispose of resources
is just as important as
how we collect them.

Paper Usage
amongst our supply chain
by having conformance,
testing and archiving
documentation all
completed electronically,
saving an enormous
amount of paper.

During dunk tests,
utilise filtration
to ensure longevity of
the tank and to reduce
water usage.

Recycling Bins
and encouraging
rigorous use by staff.

Printing
of internal documents.
Travel Requirements
and ensuring that where
travel does occur it is
done efficiently.

SAFE TRANSPORT
AND DISPOSAL

AN EXTENSIVE
AND ROBUST

of chemicals by a licenced
best practice company
that operates in line with
strict regulations.

work health and safety
(WHS) process around
dangerous goods handling,
storage, and disposal.

RECYCLE METAL
MATERIALS

MINIMISED
LANDFILL

using professional services.

from both
manufacturing and
corporate operations.

PURPOSE-BUILT
WASTE STORAGE
to store and dispose of items
outside of main facilities,
preventing leaks or spillage.
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SPACE DEBRIS
The Problem

Space debris is an increasing area of focus
for environmentalists and scientists.
Space debris includes anything left in
space by humans that is unable to be
controlled, of which there are currently
900,000 pieces larger than 1cm in orbit.
Given the extremely high speed at which
debris travels, these can cause significant
damage to satellites and spacecraft at any
size, even less than 1cm.
Everything discarded in orbit either falls
to Earth or stays in orbit, and since debris
remaining in orbit continues to collide,
debris could keep proliferating even if
humans never left another object in
space. Obviously, prior to humans, space
was pristine; no space junk existed.

Should this issue grow, it will have a
significant impact on the many Earthbased capabilities that depend on
space-based communications, including
navigation, communications, weather
tracking, electronic banking, and
agriculture, as satellites will be at risk
of continual damage. This will render it
difficult to maintain communications
coverage in areas heavily affected by
space debris. There is also significant
risk to the surface environment as some
debris may crash to Earth, causing fires,
structural damage or contamination.

How EOS is helping

EOS is developing laser technology to help
maintain the space environment and prevent
the expansion of this problem.
EOS has tracked satellites and space
debris for governments and satellite
owners for many years, helping them
to manoeuvre satellites to avoid further
collisions. Over many years, we have
significantly expanded our ability to
track smaller and smaller objects,
helping to avoid space collisions that
create more junk.

In some cases, it is not possible to
manoeuvre a satellite to avoid a collision.
However, with our new laser technology,
we can project enough energy to move
objects into different orbits and thus
stop pieces of space debris crashing into
each other or into satellites. This helps
keep space cleaner, while also protecting
satellites and spacecraft. This program
will operate from 2022.
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FORWARD
LOOK
As our business continues to grow in
Australia and across our expanding global
footprint, EOS looks forward to further
extending the reach of its positive, lasting
impact on the communities it touches and
within our fast-growing workforce.

We are excited by the significant
opportunity for EOS to help solve complex
upcoming challenges in defence, space
and communications through our position
as an industry leader and a trusted
partner for government.
EOS will continue to take stock of the
benefits that flow to society through our
development of innovative solutions,
which are far broader than the financial
bottom line for our business. As this
initial report has explored, these benefits
include our support to scientific research,
reducing environmental impact, and
providing economic opportunity for
smaller businesses to grow. They also
include our development of a diverse
and skilled future workforce for EOS and
industry more broadly.

In Australia, we will continue to champion
the ability for local businesses like EOS
to develop a resilient and highly capable
sovereign industry that will meet our
nation’s strategic objectives into the
future. This will ensure genuine and
widely shared returns to the community
from the Australian Government’s
substantial investment in Defence and
space capabilities and its support to local
manufacturers, announced in 2020.
We look forward to reporting on our
progress towards these goals in 2021.

"As an industry leader, EOS will continue
to apply very high standards for our
employees and business activities, and
those of our partners everywhere we
operate. We will also continue to lead
efforts to create a more equitable and
sustainable industry."
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EOS POLICIES
Board Charter

Fraud & Corruption Policy

― Outlines the roles and responsibilities
of board members, and the skills
required to become an EOS board
member to ensure appropriate
qualifications and alignment with
core values.

― Reinforces the need for everyone
involved in EOS to behave ethically, and
outlines procedures for dealing with
fraud and corruption.

Code of Conduct
― Commits EOS and its management
and employees to honest, ethical,
responsible and law-abiding behaviour
and outlines a responsibility to treat
one another and stakeholders with
courtesy, respect, kindness, and
consideration.

Remuneration Policy
― Governs the remuneration practices of
EOS for directors and executives.
Risk Management Policy
― Commits EOS management to
routinely monitor risk to ensure it is
in line with company and shareholder
expectations.

― Commits the company to maintain a
healthy and safe working environment
and maintaining an environment free of
unlawful discrimination, harassment,
victimisation, and bullying.

Securities Trading Policy

― Sets out a responsibility for
management and employees to report
and investigate unlawful behaviour or
policy violations.

Shareholders Communication Policy

Continuous Disclosure Policy
― Ensures that the company complies
with and, where appropriate, exceeds
ASX disclosure requirements and
commits the company to publishing
clear and easy to understand
information on its website.
― While the Australian Government
has relaxed continuous disclosure
requirements recently, EOS continues
to meet high reporting thresholds
beyond what is required.
Diversity Policy
― Outlines EOS’ commitment to
workforce diversity and specific goals
for gender diversity.

― Regulates the sale and purchase of
securities by directors, employees, and
contractors and consultants.

― Outlines how the company will
communicate with its shareholders.
Whistle-blower Policy
― Protects whistle-blowers who expose
wrongdoing in the company.

eos-aus.com

